What is PSRG (Packet Scale Rate Guarantee) ?
q Defines how a node compares to Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) simple mathematically exact qualifies the behaviour of complex routers or subnetworks gives bounds on delay and backlog q « a node is PSRG (r, e) for a flow » means:
this flows is guaranteed a rate r, with latency (error term) e 22/05/2002 2 Definition of Packet Scale Rate Guarantee with rate r and latency e q d(n) ≤ f(n) + e f(n) = max{a(n), min[d(n-1), f(n-1)]}+ L(n)/r d(n) : departure time for packet n a(n) : arrival time f(n) : virtual finish time, f(0) = 0 L(n) : length in bits for packet n q min-max algebra
Min-Max Algebra
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